RecA protein-promoted homologous pairing between duplex molecules: functional role of duplex regions of gapped duplex DNA.
RecA protein promotes homologous pairing and symmetrical strand exchange between partially single-stranded duplex DNA and fully duplex molecules. We constructed circular gapped DNA with a defined gap length and studied the pairing reaction between the gapped substrate and fully duplex DNA. RecA protein polymerizes onto the single-stranded and duplex regions of the gapped DNA to form a nucleoprotein filament. The formation of such filaments requires a stoichiometric amount of RecA protein. Both the rate and yield of joint molecule formation were reduced when the pairing reaction was carried out in the presence of a sub-saturating amount of RecA protein. The amount of RecA protein required for optimal pairing corresponds to the binding site size of RecA protein at saturation on duplex DNA. The result suggests that in the 4-stranded system the single-stranded as well as the duplex regions are involved in pairing. By using fully duplex DNA that shares different lengths and regions of homology with the gapped molecule, we directly showed that the duplex region of the gapped DNA increased both the rate and yield of joint molecule formation. The present study indicates that even though strand exchange in the 4-stranded system must require the presence of a single-stranded region, the pairing that occurs in duplex regions between DNA molecules is functionally significant and contributes to the overall activity of the gapped DNA.